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Abstract

Metacognitive model is a theoretical approach aimed to explain emotion

dysregulation and others emotion‐related issues, such anger, and aggressive

behavior. From this model, people having higher maladaptive metacognitive

beliefs (e.g., “I canʼt control my thoughts”) are more likely to activate and

maintain anger rumination and, in turn, to experience higher levels of anger and

to act aggressively. Preliminary evidence shows the role of metacognitive beliefs

on anger rumination and anger levels, whereas no studies have examined its

association with aggressive behavior. This study first examined the associations

between metacognitive beliefs, anger rumination, anger levels, and the

propensity to engage in displaced aggression, and second, the mediation role

of anger rumination in the relations among metacognitive beliefs and anger and

displaced aggression. Participants were 947 students and non‐students from

general population recruited in two different countries (Australia and Spain).

Correlational analyses revealed a similar pattern of results in the Australian and

Spanish sample, with participants having dysfunctional metacognitive beliefs

also showing higher anger rumination, higher levels of anger and a higher

tendency to act aggressively. Structural equation analyses revealed the

associations of metacognitive beliefs with anger levels and displaced aggression

was fully mediated by anger rumination in both samples. These results suggest

that metacognitive beliefs should be considered in comprehensive models and in

the therapy of anger problems and aggression.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Anger is a basic emotion that enables a person to take protective

action, overcome obstacles and achieve goals in threatening

situations (Izard, 1977; Novaco, 1976). Although anger has an

adaptive function, it can be problematic when it is frequent, intense,

or prolonged. Anger is neither necessary nor sufficient for aggres-

sion, but it impels aggressive behavior, particularly when its intensity

overrides regulatory control mechanisms (Anderson & Bushman,

2002; García‐Sancho, Salguero, & Fernández‐Berrocal, 2016).
The self‐regulatory executive function model (S‐REF; Wells &

Matthews, 1994) is a theoretical explanation of the activation and

dysregulation of negative emotions. A central tenet of this model is

that emotional issues are maintained by the cognitive‐affective
syndrome (CAS), a maladaptive emotion regulation style which

involves perseverative thinking (e.g., rumination, worry), focused
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attention, threat monitoring, avoidance, and thought suppression

(Wells, 2009). The S‐REF model proposes the activation and

maintenance of the CAS is dependent on stable beliefs people have

about their own cognitive system and coping strategies, called

metacognitive beliefs. These metacognitive beliefs, such as positive

beliefs about the utility of repetitive thinking (e.g., “ruminating about

my problems helps me to cope”), negative beliefs about the

uncontrollability or danger of thinking (e.g., “I canʼt control my

thoughts”), and other beliefs about thinking, memory or attention

(such as the need to control thoughts, the relevance of self‐
consciousness, or the lack of cognitive confidence), guide the

selection of CAS, increasing the accessibility of negative information

(e.g., negative emotions or negative thoughts) and enhancing and

maintaining emotional distress (Wells, 2000). This approach suggests

maladaptive metacognitive beliefs can be causal factors in predicting

emotional disorders (Wells, 2009) and that these beliefs are a

transdiagnostic factor in psychopathology (see Sun, Zhu, & So, 2017

for a meta‐analysis). Specifically, studies have shown relationships

between metacognitive beliefs and emotional distress (Spada,

Mohiyeddini, & Wells, 2008), pathological anxiety (van der Heiden

et al., 2010), prolonged worry and rumination (Salguero, Ramos‐
Cejudo, & García‐Sancho, 2019; Weber & Exner, 2013), obsessive‐
compulsive symptomatology (Sassaroli et al., 2015), health anxiety

(Bailey & Wells, 2015), generalized anxiety disorder (Wells, 2010),

and problematic internet pornography use (Allen, Kannis‐Dymand, &

Katsikitis, 2017). This evidence comes from both cross‐sectional and
prospective studies (e.g., Bailey & Wells, 2015; Papageorgiou &

Wells, 2009; Ramos‐Cejudo & Salguero, 2017; Thielsch, Andor, &

Ehring, 2015; Weber & Exner, 2013).

Anger rumination is the term used for repetitive, negative

cognitions about an anger‐inducing event, such as anger‐inducing
memories, angry thoughts and feelings, and plans for revenge

(Denson, Pedersen, & Miller, 2006; Sukhodolsky, Golub, & Cromwell,

2001). According to the multiple systems model of anger rumination

(Denson, 2013), rumination after an anger‐inducing provocation

maintains or increases the activation of angry feelings, aggressive

thoughts, and high arousal, which cause the individual to make more

effort to self‐regulate oneʼs internal state and consume cognitive

resources. A substantial body of empirical evidence suggests that

anger rumination following a provocation increases anger levels

(Pedersen et al., 2011; Rusting & Nolen‐Hoeksema, 1998) and

aggression towards the provocateur (Bushman, 2002), and towards

other targets (i.e., displaced aggression; Bushman, Bonacci, Pedersen,

Vasquez, & Miller, 2005).

From the S‐REF model, anger rumination is considered a

maladaptive emotion regulation strategy and a component of the

CAS (Caselli et al., 2017). Similar to other forms of CAS (e.g.,

depressive rumination or worry), activation and maintenance of

anger rumination is based on maladaptive metacognitive beliefs.

Thus, people having a higher maladaptive metacognitive beliefs are

more likely to activate anger rumination and, in turn, to experience

higher levels of anger and to act aggressively. First evidence of the

role of metacognitive beliefs on anger rumination and anger levels

comes from Simpson and Papageorgiou (2003) that found patients

with anger‐control problems held both positive and negative beliefs

about anger rumination. Recently, Moeller (2016) found that positive

and negative metacognitive beliefs are associated with anger

rumination and anger intensity in a sample of male offenders. Caselli

et al. (2017) corroborated these results in a prospective study with a

sample of undergraduate students. They used a multi‐wave panel

design, with a 2‐week anger, rumination and metacognitive beliefs

monitoring protocol. They found metacognitive beliefs (positive

beliefs, negative beliefs, and the need of control thoughts) and anger

rumination had a significant impact on subsequent anger levels, and

that anger rumination mediated the association between these

metacognitive beliefs and anger levels. Taken together, these results

suggest metacognitive beliefs are relevant to understand anger

rumination and anger levels.

Less is known about the associations between maladaptive

metacognitive beliefs and aggressive behavior. Previous work has

highlighted the role of cognitive factors in understanding individual

differences in aggressiveness (for a review, see Gilbert, & Daffern,

2011; Gilbert, Daffern, & Anderson, 2017). From the General

Aggression Model (GAM; Anderson & Bushman, 2002), anger‐
related knowledge structures guide peopleʼs interpretations and

decision processes conducing to aggressive outcomes. Three knowl-

edge structures haven been considered important (Gilbert et al.,

2017): (a) normative beliefs concerning the acceptability of aggres-

sion, (b) maladaptive cognitive schemas (a maladaptive style of

perceiving oneself, others, or interpersonal relationships), and

(c) aggressive behavioral scripts. Regarding metacognitive beliefs,

these are knowledge structures, but can be distinguished from those

mentioned above as they refer specifically to stable beliefs about our

own cognitive system or cognitive coping strategies, like anger

rumination. From this perspective, and taking the GAM into account,

while maladaptive schema lead to aggressive outcomes triggering

negative emotional states, and normative beliefs triggering appraisals

that aggression is an acceptable behavior in a given circumstance,

metacognitive beliefs lead to aggression by influencing the appraisal

and decisions processes in a way that guides the activation and

maintenance of anger rumination; which, in turn, would lead to

higher levels of anger and to act aggressively.

To our knowledge, only one study has examined the association

between metacognitive beliefs and aggression. Krans, Moulds,

Grisham, Lang, and Denson (2014) evaluated the effect of positive

beliefs about angry rumination on anger and aggression using an

experimental design. Participants engaged in cognitive bias modifica-

tion training intended to induce positive beliefs about rumination

versus absence of positive metacognitive beliefs (e.g., “Analyzing

myself when Iʼm angry helps me to problem solve” vs. “…never helps

me to problem solve”). Next, they were presented with anger‐
provoking scenarios and asked to rate their predicted levels of anger

and aggression in response to them. There were no significant

differences between the two conditions in aggressive responses and

participants in the positive beliefs condition showed a trend to less

angry in response to the anger‐provoking scenarios. This study did
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not show significant results regarding metacognitive beliefs on anger

and aggression. However, some details should be considered.

Participants were trained to modify their cognitive bias, but their

metacognitive beliefs and levels of rumination were not assessed.

Also, only positive beliefs (or absence of these) about rumination

were focused on in the training, not other metacognitive beliefs, such

negative beliefs (e.g., “I cannot stop ruminating”).

In summary, anger rumination has demonstrated a problematic

role in anger and aggression (Denson, 2013). It increases anger levels,

interferes the regulation of anger, and impels different forms of

aggressive behavior (e.g., displaced aggression). Metacognitive beliefs

activate and maintain anger rumination, as a form of the CAS, and

studies have shown dysfunctional metacognitive beliefs are related

to anger rumination and anger levels. However, this evidence is

preliminary and limited. No published studies appear to have

examined the associations between metacognitive beliefs, anger

rumination, anger, and aggression.

Therefore, in the current study we aimed to replicate and extend

previous research. Using a large community sample form two

different countries, Australian and Spain, we aimed to examine the

relationships between metacognitive beliefs, anger rumination, anger

levels, and the propensity to engage in displaced aggression.

Displaced aggression refers to situations in which a person is

provoked, is prevented from retaliating against the original provo-

cateur, and subsequently aggresses against a seemingly innocent

target. It is a relevant form of aggressive behavior, previously

associated with anger rumination (Denson et al., 2006; García‐
Sancho, Salguero, Vasquez, & Fernández‐Berrocal, 2016).

Our predictions were the follows:

(1) Anger rumination will be related to higher levels of anger and

displaced aggression.

(2) Metacognitive beliefs will be related to higher levels of anger

rumination, anger levels, and displaced aggression.

(3) Anger rumination will mediate the relationships between

metacognitive beliefs and both anger levels and displaced

aggression (see Figure 1).

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Participants and procedure

This study is part of a larger project carried out in Australia

and Spain (see Ramos‐Cejudo, Salguero, Kannis‐Dymand,

García‐Sancho, & Love, 2017). The participants in this study

were 947 undergraduate students and non‐students from the

general population recruited from Australia and Spain. In

Australia, the sample consisted of 314 participants (80.6%

females), ranging in age from 18 to 70 (mean age = 35.49,

standard deviation [SD] = 13.32); in Spain, the sample consisted

of 633 participants (56.9% females), ranging in age from 18 to 82

(mean age = 36.62, SD = 13.36).

In both Australia and Spain, we used a convenience sampling

method to recruit student and nonstudent participants. Enrolled

students were invited to participate through announcements and

emails. Nonstudent participants were recruited using snowball‐
sampling through various media, including online social and commu-

nity websites. We invited participants to take part in a study

concerning the accuracy and utility of brief emotion measures.

Participation was voluntary, and anonymous. As an incentive,

participants were offered the opportunity to be entered in a random

draw to win one of three shopping vouchers ($40.00 in Australia, and

€40.00 in Spain). The questionnaires were administered electro-

nically (in a random order), with instructions given in writing, and

were completed individually. Research ethics review boards at the

Australian and Spanish correspondent universities granted ethics

approval for the study.

Metacognitive 
Beliefs

Displaced 
Aggression

Anger 

Anger 
Rumination

.70/.65/.73**

.68/.59/.63**

.58/.54/.58**

.45/.31/.39**

.03/.17/.10 ns

.08/.14/.04 ns

F IGURE 1 Model of relationships between metacognitive beliefs, angry rumination, anger, and displaced aggression in Spanish and

Australian samples, and in the total sample. Note: Standardized beta coefficients are shown. Results in Spanish sample on the left, results in
Australian Sample on the medium, and results in the total sample on the right. Dashed paths represent nonsignificant relationships **p < .01
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2.2 | Instruments

Meta‐cognitions questionnaire‐30 (MCQ‐30; Wells & Cartwright‐
Hatton, 2004). This measure assesses individual differences in

metacognitive beliefs. It comprises five subscales with a total of 30

items. Responses to each item on the MCQ‐30 are on a 4‐point Likert
scale, from 1 = “do not agree” to 4 = “strongly agree.” MCQ‐30 scores

range from 30 to 120 points and higher scores indicate greater

maladaptive metacognitive beliefs. The five subscales measure the

following dimensions: (a) positive beliefs about worry (e.g., “worrying

helps me cope”), (b) negative beliefs of uncontrollability and danger

(e.g., “when I start worrying I cannot stop”), (c) cognitive confidence

(e.g., “my memory can mislead me at times”), (d) need to control

thoughts (e.g., “not being able to control my thoughts is a sign of

weakness”), and (e) cognitive self‐consciousness (e.g., “I pay close

attention to the way my mind works”). The MCQ has been found to

be a reliable measure and demonstrates good convergent and

divergent validity (Wells & Cartwright‐Hatton, 2004). The Spanish

version of the MCQ‐30 (Ramos‐Cejudo, Salguero, & Cano‐Vindel,
2013) showed the same factor structure, good reliability, validity, and

internal consistency. Cronbachʼs α in the present study was 0.90 for

the total MCQ score in both the Australian and Spanish samples.

The anger rumination scale (ARS; Sukhodolsky et al., 2001). This

is a 19‐item self‐report questionnaire that has been found to

reliably assess four components of anger rumination: Angry

afterthoughts (e.g., “After an argument is over, I keep fighting

with this person in my imagination”), thoughts of revenge (e.g., “I

have day dreams and fantasies of violent nature”), angry memories

(e.g., “I feel angry about certain things in my life”), and under-

standing of causes (e.g., “I analyze events that make me angry”).

Participants rate each item on a four‐point scale, ranging from 1

(almost never) to 4 (almost always). ARS scores range from 19 to

76 points, and higher scores indicate greater anger rumination.

Original validation of the ARS demonstrated good reliability and

validity (Sukhodolsky et al., 2001). The Spanish version of the ARS

(Ramos‐Cejudo et al., 2017) showed the same 4‐factor structure,

and also good reliability and validity. Cronbachʼs α in the present

study were 0.93 and 0.91 for the total ARS score.

Dimensions of anger reactions‐revised (DAR; Novaco, 1975). This is

a 7‐item scale assessing anger frequency, intensity, duration, and

antagonism (4 items), and angerʼs perceived impairment of work

performance, social relationships, and health (3 items). Respondents

rated items on a 5‐point Likert scale (from 0 = not at all, to 4 = very

much) to indicate the degree to which each statement describes their

feelings and behavior. DAR‐R total score range from 0 to 28, and

higher scores indicate greater anger levels. A two factor‐model of

DAR‐R have been confirmed: anger response (e.g., “When I do get

angry, I get really mad”), and anger impairment (e.g., “My anger has a

bad effect on my health”). The original DAR‐R is a well‐established
brief measure of anger (e.g., see Nederlof, Hovens, Muris, & Novaco,

2009; Nederlof, Muris & Hovens, 2011). In addition, the Australian

and Spanish validation of DAR‐R demonstrated good psychometric

properties (Kannys‐Dymand, Salguero, Ramos‐Cejudo, & Novaco,

2019). In this study, Cronbachʼs α were 0.85 and 0.76 for the total

DAR‐R score in Australian and Spanish sample respectively.

Displaced aggression questionnaire (DAQ; Denson et al., 2006). This

is a 31‐item self‐report questionnaire that assesses three dimensions

of aggression across three subscales: angry rumination, revenge

planning, and displaced aggression. Participants are asked to rate

each item on a 7‐point Likert scale, where 1 = “extremely unchar-

acteristic of me,” and 7 = “describes me very well.” The DAQ has

demonstrated good validity and internal reliability, with the three

subscales showing alphas ranging between 0.92 and 0.93 (Denson

et al., 2006). The Spanish version of the DAQ has demonstrated good

psychometric properties for all three subscales (García‐Sancho et al.,

2016). In this study, we only used the Displaced Aggression subscale

(e.g., “I take my anger out on innocent others,” “If someone made me

angry I would likely vent my anger on another person”), whose score

range from 10 to 70, and higher scores indicate greater tendency to

engage in displaced aggression actions, that is, to aggresses against a

seemingly innocent target when provoked by the original provoca-

teur. Cronbachʼs α for this subscale was 0.84, in Australian sample,

and 0.87, in Spanish sample.

2.3 | Overview of data analytic approach

We used IBM SPSS Statistics version 24 to compute descriptive

statistics, correlation analyses, and internal consistency, and EQS

6.3 (Bentler, 1995) to compute structured equation modeling

(SEM). We carried out SEM using the maximum likelihood (ML)

method. Since departures from multivariate normality can have a

significant impact on ML estimation, we calculated descriptive

analytical measures before conducting SEM analysis. Since multi-

variate kurtosis statistics indicated non‐normality, we used the

Satorra–Bentler scaled ML correction to adjust the model χ2 (Hu,

Bentler, & Kano, 1992). According to Schweizerʼs recommenda-

tions (Schweizer, 2010), additional measures of model fit were

used: (a) root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA); (b)

the Bentler comparative fit index (CFI), and (c) standardized root

mean square residual (SRMR). For the CFI, values exceeding 0.90

signify acceptable fit. For the RMSEA, values below 0.08 are

considered an acceptable fit, whereas values below 0.05 are

indicative of good fit. Finally, values of the SRMR are expected to

stay below 0.10 (Schweizer, 2010).

We tested the proposed model in which metacognitive beliefs are

related to anger levels and displaced aggression directly and

indirectly, via de mediation effect of anger rumination. We used

SEM with latent variables to control measurement error. We used

the scores for each of the five subscales of the MCQ‐30 as indicators

for the metacognitive belief latent factor, the scores for each of the

four subscales of the ARS as indicators of the anger rumination latent

factor, and the scores of the two subscales of the DAR as indicator of

anger latent factor. With respect to displaced aggression, we

averaged the item subset of the DAQ into two parcels for create a

latent factor.
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3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Descriptive statistics and correlations

Descriptive statistics, reliability and zero‐order correlation coeffi-

cients for all the study variables in both samples are shown in

Table 1. Overall, we found a similar pattern of results in the

Australian and Spanish sample, whereas the magnitude of correla-

tions was in general higher in the Spanish sample. We found positive

and significant correlations between all the variables of interest:

Metacognitive beliefs, anger rumination, anger levels, and displaced

aggression, indicating that people with higher levels of maladaptive

metacognitive beliefs and higher anger rumination showed higher

levels of anger and a higher tendency to use displaced aggression.

Metacognitive beliefs and anger rumination were also positively

related, showing that people with maladaptive metacognitive beliefs

use anger rumination more frequently. There was a discrepant result

between the samples that is of note; that is, the correlation between

anger rumination and displaced aggression was significantly higher in

the Spanish sample (r = 0.62) than in the Australian one (r = 0.38),

z = 4.69, p = < .001. We found a similar result in the correlations

between metacognitive beliefs and displaced aggression (z = 2.37,

p = < .01), and in the correlations between anger levels and displaced

aggression, although the results were marginally significantly in this

case (z = 1.74, p = .08).

3.2 | Structural equation model

We tested the proposed model in which metacognitive beliefs are

related with higher levels of anger and displaced aggression through

the mediation effect of anger rumination; including all possible paths

of the mediation model. The model showed the following fit indices,

for the Australian sample: S‐B χ2 = 33.59, df = 55, p = .98; normed

χ2 (χ2/df) = 0.61, RMSEA p = < .001; CFI = 1.00; SRMR = 0.05; for

the Spanish sample: S‐B χ2 = 10.24, df = 55, p = .99; normed

χ2 (χ2/df) = 0.18; RMSEA p = < .001; CFI = 1.00; SRMR= 0.05; and for

the total sample: S‐B χ2 = 5.44, df = 55, p = .99; normed χ2 (χ2/df) =

0.10, RMSEA p = < .001; CFI = 1.00; SRMR = 0.05. Globally, these

indices indicate a good fit to the data for the two samples and for the

total sample. As presented in Figure 1, positive and significantly

relations were found between anger levels and displaced aggression.

A significant direct effect of anger rumination on anger levels and

displaced aggression was found, being the magnitude of this effect

higher for anger levels. On the other hand, a direct and significant

effect of metacognitive beliefs on anger rumination was also found.

With respect to the direct effect of metacognitive beliefs on anger

levels and displaced aggression, the absence of a significant direct

effect indicates that anger rumination fully mediated these relation-

ships. Finally, we examined if these effects were different across the

Australian and Spanish comparing a model where slopes were allowed

to differ across the two samples with a model where slope were

constrained to be equal across the samples; results showed not

significant differences between these two models (Δχ2(5) = 3.77,

p = .29), suggesting effects were similar in both samples.

4 | DISCUSSION

The S‐REF model gives rise to the possibility that metacognitive beliefs

play a relevant role in explaining anger problems and aggressive

behavior (Caselli et al., 2017). In this study, we aimed to evaluate the

interplay between metacognitive beliefs, anger rumination, anger

levels and displaced aggression. In particular, we expected, first, anger

rumination will be related to higher levels of anger and displaced

aggression; second, metacognitive beliefs will be related with higher

levels of anger rumination, anger levels and displaced aggression; and

third, anger rumination will mediate the relationships between

metacognitive beliefs and both anger levels and displaced aggression.

First, correlational analysis showed that participants with higher

anger rumination informed higher levels of anger and a higher

tendency to use displaced aggression following a provocation. This

result is consistent with previous studies that have shown anger

rumination leads to higher levels of anger and different forms of

aggressive behavior, included displaced aggression (Bushman et al.,

2005; García‐Sancho et al., 2016; 2016; Pedersen et al., 2011;

Rusting & Nolen‐Hoeksema, 1998).

Second, we found people with higher maladaptive metacognitive

beliefs also showed higher anger rumination and anger levels.

This result is consistent with the preliminary findings on the

role of metacognitive beliefs in anger rumination and anger levels

(Caselli et al., 2017; Moeller, 2016; Simpson & Papageorgiou, 2003),

and is also consistent with a substantial literature showing

metacognitive beliefs are a transdiagnostic factor in psychopathology

(Sun et al., 2017) and a predictor of both maladaptive emotion

regulation strategies (e.g., rumination and worry; Papageorgiou &

TABLE 1 Mean, standard deviation, reliability, and correlations
between variables of interest in the Australian (below the line) and

Spanish simple (above the line)

1 2 3 4

1. Total MCQ – .56* .40* .45*

2. Total ARS .49* – .57* .62*

3. Total DAR .38* .61* – .62*

4. Displaced aggression .31* .38* .54* –

Australian sample

Mean 61.10 34.08 12.82 22.87

SD 13.74 9.62 4.89 12.24

Cronbachʼs α .90 .93 .85 .94

Spanish sample
Mean 56.52 35.18 14.83 24.58
SD 13.78 9.58 4.21 11.02
Cronbachʼs α .90 .91 .76 .87

Abbreviations: ARS, the anger rumination scale; DAR, dimensions of anger

reactions‐revised; MCQ, meta‐cognitions questionnaire; SD, standard

deviation.

*p < .01.
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Wells, 2009; Thielsch et al., 2015) and emotional distress (Bailey &

Wells, 2015; Ramos‐Cejudo & Salguero, 2017). We also found

positive associations between metacognitive beliefs and displaced

aggression. No studies have examined previously the relations

between metacognition and this type of aggression, and only one

previous study examined the associations between positive meta-

cognitive beliefs and aggression. Krans et al. (2014) used, first,

cognitive bias modification training to induce positive metacognitive

beliefs about rumination (vs. non‐positive beliefs) in two samples of

participants and, second, asked participants rate their predicted

responses to hypothetical anger‐provoking scenarios. Results showed

participants in the positive beliefs condition reported similar levels of

predicted aggressive responses compared with participants in the

non‐positive beliefs condition. Our results are contrary to Krans

et al., as we found positive associations between positive metacog-

nitive beliefs and displaced aggression in both Spanish and Australian

samples. However, important differences exist between the two

studies, with respect to the design and the methodology used to

assess both metacognitive beliefs and aggression. On the other hand,

our study extends this line of research and provides new results

about the associations between other metacognitive beliefs and

aggression suggesting metacognitive beliefs may be relevant in

understanding problematic behavior associated with dysregulated

emotions such anger.

Third, we found anger rumination fully mediated the associations

between metacognitive beliefs and both anger levels and displaced

aggression. This result is in line with those obtained by Caselli et al.

(2017), even when we used a different sample (in our study, students

and non‐students from two different countries), different measures

and a different design. Thus, our study confirms the findings of

Caselli et al. (2017) and expands on it, showing metacognitive beliefs

are related to displaced aggression, and this relationship is mediated

by anger rumination.

Taken together, our results indicate the S‐REF model is useful to

the understanding of excessive anger and aggressive behavior. From

this model, anger rumination is considered a component of the CAS

(Caselli et al., 2017). When people are in an anger‐induced situation,

this syndrome acts by increasing and maintaining the accessibility of

negative information (e.g., anger thoughts) and thus leading to higher

levels of anger feelings and increasing the risk of aggressive

behaviors (Denson, 2013). The activation and maintenance of the

anger rumination, as a form of CAS, is dependent on metacognitive

beliefs (Wells, 2009). Metacognitive beliefs guide the selection of

anger rumination as a strategy to regulate anger feelings. Whereas

positive beliefs about rumination can activate rumination, negative

beliefs about controllability, and danger (and other beliefs like need

to control thoughts) promotes its persistence increasing attentional

focus on internal thoughts and reducing the effortful exerted over

rumination (Wells, 2009). Thus, metacognitive beliefs lead to anger

rumination, which, in turn, lead to higher anger levels and impels

aggressive behavior. Cognitive factors, such as maladaptive cognitive

schema, normative beliefs and aggressive scripts, are relevant to

understand aggressive behavior (Anderson & Bushman, 2002;

Gilbert & Daffern, 2011). These knowledge structures lead to

aggression triggering negative emotional estates, appraisals that

aggression is an appropriate response, and procedural knowledge for

act aggressively (Gilbert et al., 2017). Metacognitive beliefs differ

from these cognitive factors in that they refer specifically to stable

beliefs about oneʼs own cognitive system and cognitive coping

strategies, like anger rumination. Thus, metacognitive beliefs lead to

aggression activating and maintaining anger rumination. Our results

are in line with this affirmation and suggest metacognitive beliefs can

be considered a relevant cognitive factor to understand individual

differences in aggression. Future research is warranted exploring

how metacognitive beliefs relate to other cognitive factors to explain

anger and aggression.

The S‐REF model has been useful in explaining other

emotional issues (e.g., generalized anxiety disorders or depres-

sion), and our results contribute to the previous literature

indicating the S‐REF model, and metacognitive beliefs specifi-

cally, are transdiagnostic factors in psychopathology (Sun et al.,

2017). It also has clinical implications. Metacognitive therapy

(Wells, 2009) includes novel procedures and interventions aimed

to promote metacognitive mode of processing, enhance atten-

tional resources, and modify metacognitive beliefs. This therapy

is efficacious for anxiety and depression (Normann, van Emmerik,

& Morina, 2014), however, it has not been tested to target anger

and aggressive problems. Our results suggest that metacognitive

therapy could be a beneficial intervention for these conditions

but this requires further investigation.

Among the strengths of the current study are the use of a large

sample from two different countries (including both students and

non‐students participants), the measurement of displaced aggression,

and the use of a methodology that reduces the measurement error.

Despite these strengths, our study has several limitations that must

be considered before generalizing our findings. First, it is not possible

to attribute causality because of the cross‐sectional design we used.

Caselli et al. (2017) found similar results to ours using a prospective

design, however, they used a reduced sample composed of students.

Prospective designs with large and heterogeneous samples are

therefore necessary. Second, the Australian sample consisted mainly

of women. Although the Spanish sample was more equilibrated with

respect to gender, and similar results were found in both samples,

future studies must corroborate our findings in gender‐equilibrated
Australian samples. Third, we used the MCQ‐30 to assess metacog-

nitive beliefs. This measure is mainly focused on worry, as a form of

the CAS, and did not directly assess metacognitive beliefs about

anger rumination. Future studies may benefit from the use of new

measures developed to assess metacognitive anger processing

(Moeller, 2016). Fourth, although we have for the first time examined

the associations between metacognitive beliefs and aggressive

behavior, we focused only on a specific form of aggression. Previous

research has found anger rumination is associated with different

forms of aggression (e.g., physical and verbal aggression; García‐
Sancho et al., 2016); in this line, and taking into account that the

association between metacognitive beliefs and aggression in our

6 | SALGUERO ET AL.



study was mediated by anger rumination, it is reasonable to

argue metacognitive beliefs could also be related to other forms

of aggression. Future research is granted to examine this

hypothesis. Finally, all measures included in this study were self‐
reports (which are prone to social desirability bias). Future research

must corroborate our results including behavioral measures of

displaced aggression and using experimental aggression paradigms

(e.g., Denson, Perdersen, Friese, Hahm, & Roberts, 2011).

Despite these limitations, we believe the present findings provide

a step forward in the utility of the S‐REF model in explaining anger

and aggression by showing that metacognitive beliefs are associated

with higher levels of anger and a higher tendency to use displaced

aggression, and that these associations are mediated by the role of

anger rumination. Metacognitive beliefs and anger rumination should

be considered in comprehensive models and in psychological

intervention for anger problems and aggression.
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